This paper discusses consumption of beverages following a policy change in Chile.
I was asked for a statistical report and I interpret that to include all aspects of the design and conduct of the study.
Points of detail
Page 7 I assume that the authors have not in fact used the two tertiles in modelling but instead used tertile categories or thirds, an ambiguity which could be removed.
Page 7 I can see why you might want to classify assets for reporting but for modelling this seems to throw away data. Categorising an essentially continuous variable wastes information and leads to models which are often implausible as they predict the effect remaining flat within categories and then jumping to a new value at the category boundary.
Page 7 How exactly was household composition categorised. The categories presented here (and on page 10) seem to be neither mutually exclusive nor together exhaustive.
Page 7 I think the fact that some sub-groups were too infrequently present to be analysed is properly part of the results.
Page 9 The rather short lead in period is justified here by reference to the earlier tax change in Chile. Should this be flagged earlier (on page 4) when the time period is first introduced? Of course the sensitivity analyses belong here.
Page 11 I did not understand the parenthetical comment about the model which is not shown. I suspect showing it might help.
Page 11 The adjusted results get confidence intervals so I think the unadjusted should too.
Supplementary Tables 3 and 4 p = 0.000 should be p < 0.0005 or similar Supplementary Table 5 What are the values in []? I would avoid asterisks as they might be interpreted as referring to significance levels. What is the suffixed + sign for?
Point of more substance
The labels constitute a four pronged attack: calories, sugar, salt, and saturated fat. The authors have analysed just beverages which are predominantly labelled for sugar. They are surprised when they put this into context with earlier Chilean studies and results from Mexico. I can see the present interest in SSB but would one way of clarifying the surprising results be to look at what the effect of the other three labels was? I can see that is a lot of extra work but at the moment this does not evaluate the whole potential public health impact of the legislative change.
